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A Tool for ABET Accreditation

Abstract:
The accreditation process from ABET is anticipated with trepidation by academic institutions. The review process, however, is well defined and effective steps can be undertaken to succeed in accreditation. Much of the uncertainty can be minimized. Based on our experience and success we have developed a software package to automate the process. We will demonstrate a prototype at the conference.

Background:
The ABET review process, once understood, can lead to self-initiated steps to track, document, analyze, report, and develop strategies for improvement. Our tool will help streamline this for Criteria 3, perhaps the most demanding and important criteria of all the ABET criteria. Generally the Criteria 3 get satisfied across a large number of courses. ABET in their Criteria 3 indicate that “The program must have documented student outcomes that prepare graduates to attain the program educational objectives.” The criteria are typically met across a number of junior and senior level courses. We use S/U/- (satisfactory/unsatisfactory/Not Available) notation to identify whether a student met one or more of these criteria in a given course. An S roughly maps to grades of C or better, but is not always a given. Thus, each faculty member should manually record these letter grades for each of his/her course students in a given semester. Our engineering curriculum typically offers 12 courses at junior and senior levels every semester, and has typical enrollments of 18 per course. A typical student spends 6 or more semesters in our program to satisfy the graduation requirements. We graduate 20 to 25 students in the computer engineering program every year. This represents a large database of information. Further, it is a requisite to show not only that all the students who graduated met these criteria, but also that other students still in the program are making adequate progress. Still further, there is a need to show continuous improvement, that is, that the students are acquiring these skills earlier in their career and more consistently, perhaps in more diverse settings.

The present manual approach requires the ABET coordinator to collect all of this info from professors who taught courses during the past six years which should adequately cover all the graduating seniors in a given year. Our App will automate the data collection, analysis, and presentation steps. Further, it is our goal to provide timely feedback so as to ensure that additional courses are scheduled so that any graduating student would have automatically met the ABET Criteria 3. An additional goal is to analyze the results to identify major problems before they arise. As an example, a cohort of juniors may not be making progress towards meeting the ABET Criteria 3. To understand the implication of such a situation, one also needs to gain access to the individual student grades and academic history, presumably from the university’s student transcripts database (typically in the Registrar’s Office), so appropriate measures can be undertaken. The ultimate goal would be to ensure that we are meeting the ABET Criteria 3 in its entirety, thus ensuring that we are graduating our seniors with the best chance of success in the real world.

Approach:
We used the object oriented analysis and design approach in combination with techniques for auto code and GUI (graphical user interface) generation. The former involves the following,
chronologically and iteratively: (1) Identify the use cases; (2) Develop the user requirements; and (3) Design UML class diagrams. The latter uses EMF (Eclipse Modeling Framework) which takes the UML class diagram as the input and generates GUI-based code automatically. This auto code generation covers the communication and interfacing aspects, the areas that typically cause software breakdowns. This ensures that the code is robust, maintainable, and scalable. The behavioral part of the code is local in its impact and can now be easily and rapidly added.

For the tool to be useful, it needs to consider variability in the information technology (IT) infrastructure at different universities and account for the same. This poses certain engineering and user requirements that the software tool (or App) should meet. It should be flexible enough that any university could use it; it should also identify all the appropriate stakeholders and provide user friendly interfaces for all of them. To meet these criteria a web based approach was used for tool development. Using a web based solution the application leverages the Cloud to automatically provide the most recently updated version for all the stakeholders even if they are accessing concurrently. Since the Registrar’s offices may use different database formats, we decided to allow their student and course databases to be imported in the meta-format of CSV (comma separated variables). The App thus accepts a .csv file that contains all the data for students, professors, and courses. Our App uploads this data and populates a MySQL database that is later used by all professors and coordinators involved in the accreditation process. For our demonstration, we standardized on a database that contains five tables; three data tables, and two relational tables. A diagram of the tables and their relationships is illustrated in Figure 1.1. With these tables, we can relate students to courses, professors to courses, and students to professors. The front end JavaEE Servlets were created for each of the different screens that a stakeholder will see. Servlets allow the application to dynamically build a page for each stakeholder (typically the professors, the ABET coordinator, and the graduation coordinator), and can update itself as new courses or students are added.

![Figure 1.1 – Database model](image)

All of the development of Java code was done with the open source Eclipse integrated development environment (IDE). Additionally, a plug-in called Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) was used to provide automatic code generation (EMF 2012). EMF allows the App developer to model the structure of the application and, with one click, to generate code for all the classes. Member functions are still implemented by the developer (or programmer), but
much of the code is automatically generated, allowing the programmer to focus on more important areas.

**Requirements:**
Our prototype will have interfaces for the ABET Coordinator, individual faculty members and the Graduation Coordinator. The faculty member will enter their S/U grades on a list provided by the software that is specific to their course and semester of offering. It will automatically send reminders to those faculty members who are behind on their entries. The tool will automatically tabulate the results for all the students. Once the graduation coordinator identifies the graduating students in a given semester, the tool will generate a tabulated view of the criteria S grades for all the students, and summarize the results and action items.

**Our Prototype Application (App):**
Our current prototype combines the roles of the ABET coordinator and the graduation coordinator into one identified as “ABET Accreditation Manager.” We also identified individual faculty members as “professors.” There may be nuances to address later on, to distinguish various types of faculty members.

**The App’s Details:**
1. When a professor accesses the application they are prompted to login with their user name and password (provided by each university) (see Figure 1.2). When the professor submits this information the credentials are verified and if accepted the application calls the doPost () method of the professor’s home page. This method calls the database manager which in-turn queries the database to retrieve all the courses associated with that professor’s user name. From this screen the professor can select a course and to evaluate students (see Figure 1.3) for satisfying ABET criteria. Once the professor selects a course the doPost () method on the course selection class is executed. Once again the database manager will query the database and return a list of all the students that took that course with that professor (see Figure 1.4). On this course evaluation page the ABET criteria is listed and the professor can enter Satisfactory, Unsatisfactory, or Not Applicable (S/U/-) grade for each of the criteria. After completing the entry process, the professor can navigate back home and select another course. When the professor is done evaluating he/she can logout, returning to the login screen.

2. The ABET coordinator accesses his/her home page in a similar fashion. From the login screen the coordinator enters the user name “coordinator” and the provided password (see Figure 1.5). The coordinator’s home page is where information from the Registrar’s Office can be uploaded (as a .csv file), and where the coordinator can generate progress reports for students (see Figure 1.6). The .csv file must be in a specific format for the data to be imported properly. The given format is as follows:
   
   | Student Number, Course Number, Course Title, Unique Course ID, Course Term, Instructor Name, Student Last Name, Student First Name, Grade, Instructor ID, Student Graduation Term |

   An example file would look like this:
Additionally, reports can be printed for each student from the coordinator’s home page. The coordinator can select a term and the group of interest (Graduating students or Non-Graduating ‘ongoing’ students) by selecting one of the radio buttons (see Figure 1.7). If ‘ongoing’ is selected, the selected term will return a list of students who took a course that term. When ‘graduating’ is selected a list of students who graduated that term is returned. For either list the coordinator can select a student to get that student’s detailed report for by clicking on their name or their student ID (Z-Number). See Figure 1.8. This results in the display of a list of all the courses (to date) a student has taken along with grades for all the criteria (a-k) that the student has received (see Figure 1.9). With this report the coordinator can provide proof to ABET that the student individually indeed has met the specific requirements for the university’s program to maintain its accreditation.

![Figure 1.2 – The main login page](image-url)
Figure 1.5 – Login for the ABET coordinator

Welcome To ABET Accreditation Manager

Username: coordinator
Password: [redacted]
Login

Figure 1.6 – Uploading a .csv file

Welcome ABET Coordinator!

Please select a .csv file to upload:

Upload csv
Browse...

Please select a team:
- Ongoing
- Graduating
- Graduates
Figure 1.7 – Selecting a Term for a student record

Figure 1.8 – List of students that can have a report generated for them
We have completed the coding and will demonstrate the App at the conference. We were able to create an application that takes .csv files as an input and breaks the information up into a database. With this data a professor can easily post evaluations for a given student from any class they have taught from any semester. The coordinator can print reports that show that students have satisfied all the ABET criteria.

**Discussion:**

The ABET review process, once understood, can lead to self-initiated steps to track, document, analyze, report, and develop strategies for improvement. Our tool will help streamline this for Criteria 3, perhaps the most demanding and important criteria of all the ABET criteria. Generally the Criteria 3 get satisfied across a large number of courses. There are strategies one can implement across the program to strengthen the program and reduce the number of courses that are needed to satisfy Criteria 3. This will reduce the confusion and frustration in managing the review process. This will also improve the program in terms of predictability, continuous improvement, and potential job placement after graduation.

Our Tool’s Availability: With regard to the tool itself, it was developed with Open Source tools. We benefited from others and we want to carry on the tradition. It will be free to download and use as a typical open source tool. However, it is still in prototype stage and much improvement can come about with feedback and comments from other users. We will certainly help anyone who wishes to install and use it. We have placed an installation manual and a user’s manual at our website. We, of course, request that they share their experiences with us, so the tool can be...
improved. Personally, we see much time wasted in doing this work manually; there is also much anxiety. If ABET approves such tools it will make it easy for all the universities to manage such work in the background on an on-going basis, and improving the process instead of waiting for the six year mark. The tool at present addresses only Criteria 3 (a-k), the most time-intensive of all. Adding extensions to include other criteria is easy and will make the tool self-contained. Please contact us if you wish to use our tool. You would have to customize it to your institution’s IT infrastructure and accreditation strategies. A good computer science student with background in Java and Tomcat server technologies, and permission of the local IT department, will set you on the right path.

Availability of Other Tools: We searched for similar tools on the web. The tools available, especially for other accreditation entities, are more aptly described as ‘instruments’ such as templates, survey questionnaire, and the like. Specifically for ABET, we found three software tools that are complementary. Essa developed an ABET course assessment tool (ACAT) that supports faculty members’ efforts in assessing ABET student outcomes at the individual student’s level. For our tool, we assume that this exists as class-level databases with the respective faculty members; thus, together, the tools will be even more beneficial. Essa’s MS thesis documents a systematic and methodical approach that is UML-based. The code, however, was not made available. With our auto code generation capability, we should be able to generate code to support that activity also and integrate the two tools together into a more useful tool. Essa provides a good review of tool development activities in the past. Digital Measures has a tool for creation of faculty profiles in a standardized manner which can then be queried in multiple different ways to generate the many different reports that the administrators have to generate. This cuts down frustration among faculty members and will also help generate the faculty profiles needed to satisfy ABET Criteria 6. Kelly et al. have used Bloom’s taxonomy to create a digital archive of faculty members’ hardcopy course material, so they can be evaluated with the intent to improve student outcomes, to meet continuous improvement goals. A fourth reference, from Neddaniels, discusses the possibility of using Mathcad specifically in better evaluating specific criterion within ABET 3 criteria (a-k). It is more useful at the individual faculty level to help them be more objective in their evaluations. We have also contacted ABET about the availability of tools to help with ABET accreditation. Those details will be included in the final paper and/or the presentation, depending upon when their response is received.

Relevance to Systems Engineering: Systems Engineering (SE) is an emerging discipline that is now ‘gaining international recognition as an effective technologically based interdisciplinary process for bringing human-made systems into being, and for improving systems already in being’. According to Fabrycky, certain desirable academic and professional attributes of SE are gaining clarification. He describes systems engineering as being inherently oriented toward “thinking about the end before the beginning.” It concentrates on what the entities are intended to do before determining what the entities are. Systems Engineering also focuses on designing, delivering, and sustaining functionality, a capability, or a solution. In keeping with this definition, we identified a system level problem first and then identified a solution to help alleviate the problem. Further, it is our intent to expand its usage by others and to other criteria, so it will be a systems tool useful for all of the accreditation activities. But it would have to be expanded further for it to be applicable to present and future systems engineering programs.
Since our tool is developed in a top-down fashion, further refinements and customizations are relatively straight forward.

Our tool was developed for faculty members in traditional engineering programs where student outcomes at the undergraduate level are evaluated while the student is resident at a university. ABET’s criteria do not expect anything more than that; however, the SE discipline is evolving as a collaboration of ABET with several other systems engineering societies under a Multiple Lead Society (MLS) approach for accrediting degree programs. The International Council of Systems Engineering (INCOSE) is ABET’s major partner in this undertaking. Universities do not typically seek ABET accreditation for their graduate programs. However, that is where the SE program is focused on at present. At present, there are no program specific ABET criteria for Systems Engineering at the undergraduate level. The SE undergraduate programs that do exist have been accredited by ABET upon request under a special category. However, Fabrycky\(^8\) indicates that (graduate program) certification may be timely for a different reason: SE needs to be recognized as life-process and synthesis centric, and distinct from the many operational techniques and methods, such as engineering management, industrial engineering, operations research, systems analysis, etc., that it depends upon. These operational processes are necessary, but not sufficient, to define the SE degree program. Thus, a need has arisen to define a body of knowledge relevant to SE.

BKCASE is a four year old knowledge-based project with a scope to define a SE Body of knowledge (SEBoK\(^9\)) and then use SEBok to develop a graduate reference curriculum for SE, called GRCSE\(^8\). A reference curriculum exists at the graduate level for systems engineering (SE), but not at the undergraduate level at present\(^9\). The document is ‘forward’ looking with program objectives being fulfilled five years after graduation by students in their near to mid-term of their careers. This is in keeping with GRCSE’s goal to develop a professional master’s degree in SE; that is, a degree intended for someone who will either enter the workforce as a systems engineer, or who is already in the workforces and seeks to gain more formal education in SE to advance his or her career.

In summary, from our tool’s perspective, the SE graduate program is coming in focus, but needs tracking beyond a student’s stay at an university; there is no a priori defined ABET accreditation criteria for SE undergraduate programs, which are typically domain centric. It is both an opportunity and a limitation for our tool. The tool can be expanded to include any criteria that are dependent on outcomes as a working engineer; however, the tool also needs to be useful for current GRCSE deliberations. This is something that is worth looking into as a next step.

Limitations: Now that we have a working prototype, we can demonstrate it and seek research & development funds to undertake a more rigorous and comprehensive tool development. We will benefit from complementary efforts such as ACAT in making our tool comprehensive. Now is also the opportunity for SE practitioners to collaborate with us to see how this tool can be modified to meet their certification efforts. At the conference we hope to provide more information on user experience. A group of our faculty members are expected to use it later this semester. However, certain improvements with regard to the graphical user interface have already become clear.
Conclusions:
We have developed a software tool that can help the engineering ABET faculty coordinators to manage the documentation for Criteria 3 in an easy and intuitive manner. The tool will be extended later to provide early warnings and to provide actionable results.
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